The Jazz Combos Series

Probablé Outcomé and Paul's Passage

8:00 PM, March 5, 1997
Brechemin Auditorium

Program

Probablé Outcomé

1. Gray Ceiling... 4:45
2. Torn... 7:20
3. Quequeg... 9:50
4. Manifesto... 8:58

Dan Schwarz, bass
Adam Beringer, piano
Greg Campbell, drums
Andy Glynn, saxophone

Paul's Passage

7. No More Napping... 3:52
8. Planted... 7:34
9. Sundial... 6:28
10. Mercury... 4:35
11. Schubert's Unfinished Diminished... 5:14

Paul Brandhagen, drums
Erik Esvelt, trumpet
Howard Mostrom, alto sax

Sharon Olsen, bass
Caitlin Richardson-Royer, bari sax
Nir Sadovnik, piano